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1.

Introduction

1.1

This guidance note is to assist Developers and Consultants in designing
Passively Safe Street Furniture and Road Restraint Systems where
required. Advice refers to signposts, lighting columns, traffic signal poles,
bollards and other passively safe street furniture. The document
Guidelines for Specification and Use of Passively Safe Street Furniture on
the UK road Network produced by Passive Safety UK is also a useful
document for reference and guidance.

1.2

Any street furniture is a potential hazard to motorists that have left the
carriageway. Accidents involving vehicles leaving the carriageway remain
high when considered as a proportion of all accidents. In 2009, fatalities as
a result of a single vehicle run-off represented nearly half of all UK road
fatalities.

1.3

Prior to considering the siting of street furniture on the highway, a Risk
Assessment approach is required to determine if Barriers / Vehicle
Restraint Systems (VRS) are appropriate at a specific location. It is
recommended that the risk assessment considers this for each site in the
context of the principles of prevention through refinement of the design at
the early stages of a project as described in the Construction Design and
Management Regulations. The Risk Assessment approach can also be
used to establish if Passively Safe Street Furniture could be used in lieu of
VRS to minimise both operation and maintenance risks.

1.4

Commuted Sums will apply to any passive street furniture or other
restraint methods / VRS. Specification details of all such materials and
payment of any commuted sums are to be agreed in consultation with
Hampshire County Council prior to installation (via the S278/S38 Design
Audit process).

1.5

The installation of new VRS on the highway is the least desirable solution,
the need shall be reduced by designing out the risk wherever possible.
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2.

Definitions & Abbreviations
AADT

Annual Average Daily Traffic (2-way flow)

Barrier

Road Restraint System (RRS)
(sometimes referred to as safety barriers. Note a ‘Barrier’
may not necessarily just be a VRS)

CD 377

Requirements for Road Restraint Systems (DMRB)

DfT

Department for Transport

DMRB

The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges

HE

Highways England

HiCK

High Containment Kerbs

Low speed
road

Roads with a design speed of 40mph or lower

LAA

Local Authority Assessment made using the “Provision of
Road Restraint Systems on Local Authority Roads”
(PRRSLAR)

MCDHW

The Department for Transport Manual of Contract
Documents for Highways Works

MAOR

Managing the Accidental Obstruction of the Railway –
Road Vehicles’ published by DfT, September 2020

NPSBS

Non Proprietary Safety Barrier System published by HE

PRRSLAR

“Provision of Road Restraint Systems on Local Authority
Roads” published by DfT October 2011

RRRAP

Road Restraints Risk Assessment Process

RRS

Road Restraint System

UKAS

United Kingdom Accreditation Service

UKRLG

UK Roads Liaison Group

VRS

Vehicle Restraint System
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3.

Collision Risk Assessment

3.1.

Risk Assessment

3.1.1.

For all works on the highway, an assessment shall be made by the
designer during every design stage to identify any risks within the site
extents. The assessments should be repeated as the design progresses
and carried out at the end of the design to demonstrate that the risks have
been adequately dealt with.

3.1.2.

The assessment shall be made using one of the following methods:

3.1.3.

For roads with a speed limit of 50mph or greater and an AADT over 5000,
the designer shall undertake an assessment in accordance with DMRB
standard CD 377 – Requirements for Road Restraint Systems, which
requires the RRRAP Assessment Tool to be used and the results shall be
submitted as part of the design process, be it preliminary or detailed stage.

3.1.4.

For roads with either a speed limit of less than 50mph or an AADT of less
than 5000 (or both) that is not adjacent to railway lines – a “Local Authority
Assessment” (LAA) shall be undertaken following the “Provision of Road
Restraint Systems on Local Authority Roads” (PRRSLAR) guidance.

3.1.5.

For roads with either a speed limit of less than 50mph or an AADT of less
than 5000 (or both) that are adjacent to railway lines – a “MAOR”
assessment using form 2 of the MAOR shall be undertaken.

3.1.6.

If any of the above methods determine that a risk exists that requires
mitigating, then every effort shall be taken to deal with the risk as
described in 3.2.4 Alternatives to VRS. If VRS is still required, then the
VRS shall be designed in accordance with CD 377.
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3.2.

Risk Assessment Pro-Forma Used with LAA

3.2.1.

All sections of road assessed using the LAA method shall use the
following format, which is to be submitted with the completed design
report.

Location / Description -

FLOCATION

Ref

Description

6.1

2 - Rural A roads and urban B roads

2

6.2

3 - Three steps below desirable minimum R with
superelevation of 5%

3

6.3

1 - Some potential for lane changing, overtaking, positioning
manoeuvres, or avoiding action.

2

6.4

2 - Longitudinal Hazard that is highly likely to be reached
resulting in harm or a spot hazard downstream of a
feature which may guide the vehicle towards the hazard.

2

6.5

2 - Percentage of KSI for primary hazard >30%

2

6.6

1 - When damaged or collapsed the feature could give rise
to the risk of secondary vehicular accidents.

1

6.7

1 - If hazardous feature was damaged or collapsed this
could give rise to network disruption for more than one
day.

1

6.8

1 - Significant cost of repair or replacement following
collision.

1

FLAYOUT

FCOLLISION

FCONSEQUENTIAL

Score

Total Risk Ranking Score >
Category >

13
Medium Priority

NOTE: when using this proforma the designer shall refer to the UKRLG document
PRRSLAR and in particular Sections 5 – Appraisal Process and Section 6 – Risk
Scoring to ensure that all potential hazards are included and scored correctly. In
addition, case studies are shown that assist in the assessment process and
provide useful guidance on the types of VRS and other protective measures that
could be used.
LAA Intervention Levels
3.2.2.

The LAA will determine the intervention level for each location as either
High, Medium or Low priority. For High priority sites a form of VRS shall be
required after all other mitigating factors have been exhausted, for Medium
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priority sites the need for VRS is identified but other non-VRS alternative
methods could be considered to provide the level of protection required.
For Low priority sites the requirement for VRS is not supported but simple
low-cost measures could still be required to mitigate the remaining risks
identified during assessment.
3.2.3.

Where assessments of several sites are being undertaken and the overall
cost necessitates a staged approached to implementing VRS or other
protective measures, the implementation of High Priority sites should be
prioritised.
Alternatives to VRS

3.2.4.

The risk assessment process will identify the level of risk at each site and
the need to reduce the risk. Before proposing the installation of new VRS
the designer shall document the reasons why the following have not been
successful in either removing the hazard or reducing the hazard to an
acceptable level:
•

Complete removal of the roadside hazard*

•

Relocation of the roadside hazard

•

Replacement with passively safe street furniture

•

Treatment of the carriageway to reduce the skid risk

•

Speed control measures

•

Re-alignment of the carriageway

•

Installation of warning signs and road markings

•

Installation of bollards or other appropriate street furniture

•

Installation of passive roadside features to provide a visual clue to the
hazards beyond

•

Installation of High Containment Kerbs

•

If the above measures do not remove the risk, then a VRS shall be
used.

* in the case of existing trees, consideration of the value of the tree needs
to be made in accordance with TG15. If the arboriculture report identifies
it as worthy of retention, then removal should not be considered.
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High Containment Kerbs
3.2.5.

High Containment Kerbs (HiCK) are often preferable to steel VRS systems
because they require very little ongoing maintenance and are less visually
intrusive. Their use should always be considered ahead of steel VRS
providing that they adequately deal with the risk at hand.

3.2.6.

HiCK should only be used on low-speed roads and are particularly suited
to complex alignments such as junctions and tight corners where steel
VRS systems are not able to fit small radii.

3.2.7.

HiCK should not be used in areas where pedestrians are expected to
cross or where a vehicle may break down and block the carriageway (kerb
to kerb width less than 5.5m).

An example situation where it was not possible to install the required lead
in to the bridge parapet which required a departure from standard, and
HiCK were used as mitigation in this situation.
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4.

Barriers / Vehicle Restraint Systems (VRS)

4.1.

Vehicle Restraint System Design

4.1.1.

Once the process to establish if VRS is necessary has been completed,
the designer shall provide a design for the proposed VRS that complies
with the requirements of CD 377.

4.1.2.

For low-speed roads, the designer may use the proposed relaxations
given in section 9 of PRRSLAR but must highlight that this relaxation has
been used in the design report and when applying for departures from
standard.

4.1.3.

For low-speed roads, where CD 377 refers to the RRRAP, the results of
the LAA or the MAOR can be substituted.

4.1.4.

When specifying a VRS, the “length of need” should be given rather than
the overall length of the barrier. This is because the length of terminals
and transitions will vary depending on the system used and should be
added to the length of need to obtain the overall length of the system.

4.1.5.

Where a specific location is required for a terminal to be placed, for
example at a private access point or pedestrian crossing, this should be
clearly noted in the specification and the “length of need” may need to be
adjusted accordingly.

4.1.6.

Where a proposed VRS forms a continuation of a parapet it shall be
connected to the parapet using a proprietary system. Where connection
systems are not available such as for an existing brick wall parapet, then a
full height anchor shall be used (HE NPSBS Highway construction
standard detail SF18).

4.1.7.

Where there is sufficient space, a continuous VRS should be placed in
front of any existing parapet which is not able to withstand vehicle impact.
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4.1.8.

The designer shall specify the performance requirement for VRS, not a
product to be used. If the design includes timber faced, painted or corten
barriers (steel with a rust finish), justification for the need shall be
submitted to the highway authority for approval, as these are not desired
and carry a higher commuted sum than the standard options to cover the
increased costs to maintain them.

4.1.9.

Tensioned barrier systems such as TCB shall not be used.

4.1.10. Steel cable / rope based barrier systems shall not be used.
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4.1.11. Where VRS is located adjacent to a carriageway with a setback of 1.5m or
less, a low maintenance surface such as standard footway, should be
placed underneath the VRS and up to the carriageway edge to reduce the
need for vegetation maintenance.

Left image – vegetation requiring regular maintenance putting operatives
in a dangerous zone.
Right image – hard surface removing the need to maintain vegetation.
4.1.12. Two-way <50mph roads shall have minimum P2 terminals at both ends.
The following image shows an incorrect arrangement with a P1 terminal at
the nearer end. P1 terminals shall only be used where it can be clearly
demonstrated that there is no risk of vehicles approaching the barrier from
that end. This is generally only applicable on the verges of dual
carriageways well away from junctions.

4.1.13. VRS shall be designed to protect human life not valuable assets. In the
example below, a barrier with right angle corners presents a higher risk of
harm than the CCTV mast it is protecting. The mast should have been
located further into the roundabout island to reduce the risk and the barrier
(if still necessary) should be a constant offset from the edge of
carriageway with the appropriate terminals.
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4.1.14. Both the working width area and the traffic side of a barrier shall be free
from all street furniture. In the example below, the sign post should not be
in the working width of the barrier and the sign should not be in front of the
barrier. The need for a second sign in the central reservation should have
been considered first. If required, the barrier layout should have been
adjusted to provide barriers on both sides of the sign to accommodate the
full sign width and suitable working widths between both barriers and the
post.
Street lighting columns and/or signs shall not be
positioned within the ‘working width’ of Vehicle
Restraint Systems

4.1.15. Similarly, in the following image several errors have been made by
installing a new barrier immediately behind an existing large sign. The
barrier has primarily been installed as the lead in to a brick parapet over a
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railway line, but the designer has not continued their assessment to
include the risk of hitting this large sign or the steep embankment on a
bend. The barrier should be continued in front of this sign to protect
vehicles from striking it. The alignment of the barrier is set too far back to
pass in front of the sign with a clear working width, either the barrier
should be closer to the carriageway or the sign needs to be moved back.
The sign has clearly been struck before, is not passively safe and could be
improved (see chapter on passive safety).

4.1.16. Where a design amends the geometry / layout of an existing site with
existing VRS, an assessment of the existing VRS shall also be undertaken
to establish whether it is still required. If it is not still required, it shall be
removed as part of the scheme.
4.2.

Data Collection

4.2.1.

The designer should look to gather any/all existing record data for the site
in question which would typically include asset records, as-built drawings,
etc. An assessment of the site/location in advance, as part of the
assessor’s site risk assessment process, will also be required.

4.3.

Site Assessment

4.3.1.

The designer should carry out a thorough and complete assessment of the
site which will include all physical characteristics of the carriageway(s) and
also all potential hazards in the vicinity of the site and those which could
be reached by an errant vehicle leaving the carriageway. This will include
assessments of gradients, crossfalls, slopes, embankments, cuttings and
extent and dimensions of all potential hazards from the edge of
carriageway. The risk assessment shall include assessment of both
existing features and new features introduced by the design (e.g.
landscaping plans).
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4.4.

Additional Information

4.4.1.

Additional information such as the location of existing underground
services and any proposed services should also be sought at an early
stage as this information will assist in the potential location of VRS or
alternative methods of protection proposed by the designer. Underground
obstructions may also affect the foundation design for all protective
measures.

4.4.2.

At the design stage, consideration should be given to ownership and
maintenance of VRS element which cross highway authority boundaries or
connect to assets owned by other third parties (such as bridge parapets).
Agreements regarding on-going maintenance shall be obtained with third
parties at the design stage.

4.5.

Installation

4.5.1.

All barrier installation must be carried out by an experienced VRS
contractor certified under a UKAS accreditation scheme.

4.5.2.

Please refer to the example in Appendix A for a typical VRS layout and
details which indicate the level of specification information designers
should be looking to provide.
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5.

Passive Street Furniture

5.1.

Passive Safety Guidelines

5.1.1.

Passive Safety UK have produced Guidelines for Specification and Use of
Passively Safe Street Furniture on the UK road Network. This document
provides a useful overview, background and guide for designing passively
safe street furniture. The Passive Safety UK website also has links to
technical guidance.

5.2.

Passively Safe “Deemed to Comply” Steel Tubular Signposts

5.2.1.

Rules for steel tubular posts deemed to comply as Passively Safe (PS) are
given in Annex F of EN 12767 and are summarised as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Steel tubular posts up to 89mm diameter and 3.2mm wall thickness
are deemed PS.
multiple posts should not be spaced less than 1500mm (so a car is
unlikely to hit more than a single post in an impact).
Steel posts of 76 mm diameter and 3.2mm wall thickness may be used
with post centres as close as 750mm.
bracing shall not be used between the posts.
Larger steel thin-walled posts tested to EN 12767 in aluminium and
steel can provide economical solutions to passive safety for medium
sized signs and traffic lights.

5.3.

Design and Installation of Passively Safe Signposts

5.3.1.

Passively safe signposts shall comply with the requirements of BS EN
12767 and be suitable for the size and height of the sign for which they are
intended and in accordance with Clause 1204 of the Model Contract
Document for Highway Works Specification.

5.3.2.

Only manufacturers of passively safe posts and columns whose products
are approved by Highways England for UK roads shall be used.

5.4.

Design Requirements for Passively Safe Bollards

5.4.1.

All reflective bollards shall comply with the requirements of BS EN 12767
(Passive safety and Support Structures for Road Equipment).

5.5.

Traffic signals and pedestrian crossings

5.5.1.

Please refer to Technical Guidance Notes TG4-1 – Traffic Signal
Junctions and TG4-2 Signal Controlled Crossings for guidance on the use
of passively safe equipment at traffic signal junctions and pedestrian
crossings.
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5.6.

Passively Safe Lighting Columns

5.6.1.

For 50mph roads the appraisal of the need for passively safe street
lighting apparatus is to be in accordance with the ILP’s TR30 “Guidance
on the implementation of Passively Safe Lighting Columns and Signposts”
and should use the flowchart in that document as derived from CD 377.

5.6.2.

For 30mph and 40mph roads the appraisal of the need for passively safe
street lighting apparatus is to be in accordance with the Local Authority
Assessment as outlined in Section 3.

5.6.3.

Apparatus is to be selected in accordance with the requirements of BS EN
12767:2019 (Table A.1) and as outlined in the ILP’s TR30 ‘Guidance on
the Implementation of Passively Safe Lighting Columns and Signposts’
(see Technical Guidance Note TG13).

5.7.

Passively Safe Trees

5.7.1.

Only individual trees spaced more than 2.5m apart which will never grow
to have a girth ≥250mm (80mm diameter) are deemed passively safe. If it
is unknown if a tree will grow to be ≥250mm girth it shall be assumed that
it will.
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6.

Further Support

6.1.

Should you have a specific query or feedback about any of the content of
this Technical Guidance Note, please send an email to
Technical.Guidance@hants.gov.uk with the start of the email title as
“TG14 – [Subject of email]“.

6.2.

Should you have a query about applying this to your particular project,
please contact:
•
•

6.3.

the Design Audit Engineer dealing with your S278 or S38 application
(if you are a Developer or Developer’s Consultant)
the Technical Guidance Note Specialist(s) (if you are a working within
Hampshire County Council)

Associated Technical Guidance Notes:
TG13 - Street Lighting
TG4-1 – Traffic Signal Junctions
TG4-2 – Signal Controlled Crossings
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Appendix A – Example VRS Drawing
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Appendix B – Information for VRS Assessment / Review
In order to demonstrate that all sections of the scheme have been assessed in
accordance with this guidance, a report should be prepared which includes the following
information:
•

A plan showing the extent of the scheme and how it has been divided into sections
for the purposes of this assessment (areas where the risks / geometry remain
constant can be grouped together).

•

Details of existing and proposed carriageway alignment compliance to standards
(all areas where the desirable minimum are not achieved)

•

Details of all existing and proposed trees

•

Details of existing and proposed signs

•

Details of existing and proposed lighting

•

Details of existing and proposed street furniture

•

Details of proposed cross sections, elevation differences

•

Details of existing and proposed speed limits

•

A copy of the result from the RRRAP or LAA for each section

•

Conclusion / proposed design for each section as a result of this assessment

•

VRS table giving all relevant specification for VRS and Terminals

•

For all proposed VRS demonstrate that a “flat” area (1:20) will be present
throughout the setback and working width
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